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1. Introduction 

In last years the question of the possible 

e:<i stence of the second cl ass currents <SCC) [ 1 l in 

the weak interaction has again·become more interest. 

Recently, for example, the observation (although 

there is contradiction) of T-lepton decay channels 

due to sec in the experiments at colliding e+e-

beam, has been reported [2,3]. But a more accurate 

analysis of the data on the T-lepton decay has only 

led to establishment of the upper limits fcir the 

decay channel induced by sec [4]. Earlier attempts of 

the experimental search for SCC in the nuclear 

r~-decay [5] did not allowed an unambiguous solution 

of this problem as well. More efficient experiments 

on the measurement of the ~particle asymmetry also 

happened to be impossible due to technical difficul

ties connected with the preparation of the polarized 

~-active nuclei, localised in small volumes and 

sufficiently pure of other activities. At present, 

because of the implementation of the laser technique 

for the preparation of oriented ensembles [6] of 

short-lived ~-active nuclei, the possibility of 

performing these experiments at a higher accuracy 

and in a wider region of nuclei has emerged. 

As a first candidate for these investigations a 

short-Ii ved nucleus 24mNa is proposed. ·On the one 



hand, the 24mNa nucleus is convenient from the point 

of view of the search for SSC, since it decays 
+ + r.,_ . through the allowed Gamow-Teller <1 __.0) ,~trans1-

ti on into 249Mg and has enough decay energy CQ r;i = ~ 
= 5.5 MeV). On the other hand, in its atomic spect

rum there are energy levels necessary to achieve a 

high degree of polarization and alignment of nuclei 

in the given direction. Furthermore, 24mNa is the 

daughter.nucleus in the decay of 24Ne <see Fig. 1). 

_ci:_,;,, :3,Sm 

249Ne 
Q_fi =2,4MeV 1• li,2 :20ms 

L_~ 

24•No 

QJP 5,5MeV 

li,2 =15h 

o· 

"•Mg 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the 

deca~ 249Ne - 24mNa -
24gM~. 

The latter fact, as it 

will be clear below in 

the description of the 

experimental set-up, is 

decisive in the possibility of carrying out the 

experiment. 

The aim of the present paper is to investigate 

theoretically the influence of sec on the energy de

pendence of the asymmetry coeffici~nt of the (rpar

ticle emission with respect to the spin orientation 

of the 24mNa nucleus in the process 

24mNa 24gMg + e ~ + Ve ( 1) 

and to discuss the possibilities of measuring this 

dependence in a concrete experimental set-up. 
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2. Theoretical investigation 

The spin orientation of the. initial nucleus 

taken into account, the differential rate of process 

(1j in the non-relativistic limit (v/c << 1) [7], is 

given by [8]: 

dW = N dEedoedOJlePvEeEv F<Ee, Q, * Q , * ~ ) . (2) 

Here N = G~/C2n> 4 and the function F(Ee,e,B*,~*> is 

F<E e e* * e' , ,,p > = ( F5 . ) 2 {{ 2 (1 + 
L1 
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CF A-2MFT); N2 = 
2MFA 
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+2MF
2

>; ~ 

2MFA 

= ~l /~
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; the leptonic functions fi (i = 1, 2, ••• , 

10) are defined in [8]; A= 1-3a
0 

and P = a 1-a_1 are 

the alignment and polarization qf the 
24

mNa nucleus, 
¾. <~ = 0, ±1) are the relative populations of mag
netic substates; Pl'<cose~ are the associated Legen-

dre Polynomials; 9* and~* are the angles d~scribing 

the spin orientation axis of the 
24

mNa nucleus; F~1 
and f[

1 
are th_e matrix elements of the transverse 
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electric and longitudinal spin multipole operators 

[9]; FA, F 1 , and F 2 are the form factors of the 

first class currents; FT is the form factor 

sec ru. 
of the 

From eq. (2) it follows that all information on 

the nuclear structure is contained in the parameter 

lt• In the long-wave-length limit ( = -{Z.' In the case 

of the decay of nuclei, oriented along the electron 

·t * E * momen um case = CfieEe+fiv-vcose)/q, ~ = 0, where fie 
(fiv) and ~ (~) are the velocity and energy of the 

electron (antineutrino>, e is the angle between the 

electron and antineutrino momenta, q is the momentum 

transfer. Then the differential decay rate of (1) 

summed over the spin states of the leptons and 

integrated over the solid angle of the antineutrino 

emission is given by 

dW (~n I !Pe> =4rr N dEedOe PePvEeEv {3+2/Y~e ( at1 -c-2~) + 

+2r~E (w1+2N~)-2A~E (N1+N2)-
1,J v .:. e e 

-3>...~ Pt1-2~E + e .t:.. e 
2 
-_,,. 
...) 

f;;,2E C N1+2~) D. 
V V ~ 

(4) 

· ~ rr~ Parameter A takes the values of +1 for sn Pe and -1 
for snTlPe. 

The asymmetry coefficient of the electron emis

sion with respect to the nuclear spin is defined by 

dW(sn TTite> - dW (Sn T l,te> 
A = (5) e 

+ dW(~ Ttt ) dW(~ rr~ ) n Pe n e 

For A from eq. e· (2) we.obtain the expression 
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i, 
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4 .. 2 
'A ~ -(i P{l+ 

e < r:?-E -r:?-E > :1t2 e e v v 
? 

~E :>tl + e e e 3 3 
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2 

3 
fieEeAC:1t1+~) -2~CEe-

2 

3 
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which, after neglecting the terms of order m~~ and 

m w~, takes a simple form: e ~ 

A 
e 

2 
~ -;"i Ptl- -

e 
3 

E C 1 -A> < N + N > J • 
e 1 2 

(7) 

The behaviour of the coefficient A versus e . the 

of energy of the decay_ electrons for various values 

the form factor FT is shown in Fig. 2. The solid 

·I 
x10 

-6-03 7-IApl/le 
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---- 7.036 · 
... __ 

- 7.085 

i:..------------
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-- -- ---- ...... 
-- ..... 

.......... ,,J' 

-- ... , 
- 7.134 

.511 T-0~-2.987 4.225 S.463 
Ee,M~V 

Fig. 2. The energy de

pendence of the coeffici

ent A (normalized to f1 > 
e e 

at P ~ 0.6. Solid curves 

(1, 2, 3) belong to the 

case of A~ 0.6 and the 

dashed curves Cl~, 2 1
, 3') 

- to the case of A~ 0.01. 

curves (1, 2, 3) belong to the case of alignment A -

0.6, and the dashed curves c1~, 2~, 3') to the 

case of A= 0.01. Curves 1 Cl;>, 2 (2') and 3 (3') 

belong to the cases of form factor MFT = -5, 0 and 

+5, respectively. From Fig. 2, it is seen that 

measurement of the energy dependence of the 

coefficient A in the high electron energy region at e 
small alignments CA~ 1) will give information on 

the value of the form factor FT. 
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3. Possible experiment 

The scheme of the set-up to perform the experi

ment on measurement of the effects calculated in 

Sec. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. 24Ne (used as a generator 

of 24mNa> mixed with a noble gas of stable isotopes 

of Ar is transported to the spectrometer chamber 

FIBtk OPTICS 

t~/4 

Fig. 3. Experimental 

lay-out for the measure

ment of the asymmetry of 

(...-particle emission with 

respect to the nuclear 

spin. 

through a thin capilla

ry. Since both gases are 

inert, the coefficient 

of their passing through 

the capillary may be 

more than 90%. The transportation time through the 

capillary several meters long is less. than one 

second, which is small against the half life of 24Ne 

which is 3.5 minutes. Therefore, the loss of 
24

Ne, 

when transporting, may be practically neglected. 

According to the ISOLDE data of 6.06.85 [10], the 

yield of 24 Ne in the nuclear reaction of deep 
? 

spallation of Mg□-target of 3 g/cm- thick by 600 MeV 

protons of 1 mkA after the electromagnetic mass-se-
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paration is 1.64xU2P atoms per second. It should be 

noted• that the smal 1 ··branching of ,';/--decay of 24mNa 

is an unpleasant fact. It will de~rease ths speed of 

counting. Nevertheless, there is a real possibility 

of increasing it by higher proton current and thick

ness of the target. With aguerus. solutions -of Mg 

salts as a target, its thickness may be increased up 
? 

to several hundreds of g/cm-, which will allow the 
24 Ne yield to be raised by two orders of magnitute. 

24Ne was additionally purified of possible dis

turbing admi:<tures coming from the capillary walls 

by the freezing in the nitrogen trap (see Fig. 3) 

before letting it enter into the spectrometer cham

ber. The spectrometer is preliminarily pumped out to 

a high vacuum and its inner walls are oiled by VM-1, 

the vapors of which are supplied by a special tube. 

This procedure fully eliminates the physical adsorp

tion of 24mNa on the chamber walls [11], which high

ly reduces the.loss of sodium atoms on the spectro

meter chamber walls. Thus, in the spectrometer cham

ber one can achieve not less than 106 24Ne decays 

per second, which finally defines the quantity of 
24°"'a nuclei. In the experiment the fr-particles 

resulted from the decay of 24mNa are to be detected. 

The spectrometer chamber has the geometry near to 

4rr, as se~n from Fig. 3, where its section is shown 

in the diametric plane. (}-particles are registered 

by two scintillation spectrometers, each controlling 

the upper and lower semi-spheres consisting of the 

face plates of the scintillators. The scintillator 

fluorescence resulted from the (3-particles, goes to 
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the input of the photomultipliers through the fiber 

optics lightguides.Polarization [6] of 24~a atoms 

in the spectrometer chamber is achieved by bombar

ding them by the resonanse and circular polarized 

laser beams from a dye-laser. In order to avoid des

truction of polarization by possible presence of the 

background magnetic fields and to have the nuclear 

spins aligned along the given direction, the chamber 

is surrounded by the Helmholz coils, giving a 

homogeneous magnetic fi~ld of several Gauss in its 

centre, which is collinear to the orientation axis c:if 
24mNa. The polarization time of sodium is of the 

-8 24m . order of 10 second [6], therefore, the Na iso-

mers, have enough time to be polarized before the 

decay CT112 c24mNa) = 20 ms>. Depolarization is main

ly defined by the collisions of the 24mNa atoms with 

the noble gas atoms and with the spectrometer cham-

ber walls. Nevertheless, since the nuclear spins 

Ar and 24 Ne isotops are zero, polarization is 

of 

not 

lost in collisions (there is no polarization exchan

ge), and the small free path length (with respect to 

the size of the spectrometer chamber) at the suffi

cient density of the noble gas and the small half

life of 24mNa,guarantees a neglegiably small number 

of collisions with the chamber walls and thus 

decreases the depolarization effects. 

The measurement are supposed to be cyclic. For 

a few minutes 24 Ne is accumulated. Then it is trans

ported to the spectrometer chamber, preliminarily 

pumped out to a high vacuum. Further, for the same 
period of time ( ~ 10 minutes> the measurements of 
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the asymmetry are carried out with the simultaneous 

accu~ulation of the next portion of 24Ne. And so the 

cycle is repeated many times. For the additional 

increament of the 24mNa concentration and for its 

localization in the centre of the spectrometer 

chamber the phenomenon of the light-induced drift of 

the sodium vapor in noble gases [12] is used. To 

remove the false asymmetry due to inaccuracy in the 

construction of the spectrometer chamber and due to 

the difference in the efficiencies of the fr-particle 

detection by the upper and lower (i'-:-channels, the 

measurements are carried out for two directions of 

polarization, and the results are summed. The 

asymmetry coefficient is calculated by 

w1 (sn TTpe)+W2( 5n TTpe)-W1 (sn T.L!e>-W2< 5n T.L!e> 
A = 

e ------------------------·' (8) 

W1 <tn TTite> +W2 <sn TTite> +W1 <sn T .Lte> +W2 ctn T .lPe> 

where w1 and w2 are the counts in detectors 1_ and 2 

for various spin orientations (up or down) of 24"Na. 

For the number of (~-decays of the order of 104 per 

second and 1007. efficiency of fr-particle detection, 

the statistics may become more than 108 counts for 10 

hours of measurement. This statistics is "Qood" for 

finding the effects of the order of 10-3 . - Using a 

high difference in the decay energies of 24Ne and 
?4m · 
- Na <see Fig. 1) and the fact that the effects due 

in 

Fig. 

to second class currents are manifest themselves 

the high energy region of the P-.spectrum <see 

2), one may exclude the background fr-particles from 

setting a detection threshold at 
24 the decay of Ne, 

2.5 MeV. 
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Thus, we see it possible to carry out the 

described experiment at the proton accelerator of 

the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems (LNP> of the 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Reaserch '(JINR>, having 

the proton energy of 660 MeV and the current of a 

few µA. This experiment is planned to be carried out 

in this and next years at the newly constructed 

laser set-up in the LNP of JINR. 

4. Conclusion 

ln conclusion we shall note that the method of 

having a polarLzed ensemble of sodium nuclei as well 

as other nuclides using lasers opens up a possibili

ty of carrying out a number of correlation experi

ments. For example, the study of not only the double 

correlation discussed here, but also the triple cor

relation at the decay of oriented 24mNa nuclei, mea

suring, apart from the momentum of fir-particles, the 

momentum of recoil nuclei. Experiments of this sort 

may shed some light on the question of the violation 

of the T-invariance in fir-decay. Furthermore, valuab

le information on the nuclear structure may be 

obtained, if y-rays emitted after the decay of 

oriented nuclei are studied. The experiments on the 

scattering of various accelerated particles by the 

polarized gas targets are interesting as well. Here 

the laser method may be indispensable and promising 

for the preparation of these targets. 
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KaTxaT 1!.JI., ConHhIIIIKHH A.A., YcMaH M.A. 
TOKH BTOporo poga H acHMMeTplliI 13-tJaCTHQ 
npH pacnage OpHeHTHpOBaHHbIX Hgep 24m Na 

E6-89-411 

B paMKax o6onoqequoii MogenH HApa TeopeTHqecKH Hccnegoaau 
H OQeHeH B03MO:>KHbIH BKnag TOKOB BTOporo _poga B K03q>qmQHeHT 
~CHMMeTpHH fl-qacTHQ ( A 8 ) npH pacnage opne1ITHpOBaHHhIX HAep 

4m Na. IloKa3aHO, qTo npH ET :a:10 - 3 M3B-1 3cpcpeKT cocTaBnHeT 
"'10-3. O6cy:lKgeua B03MO:lKHOCTb KOHKpeTHOH peanH3aQHH OilbITa 
no H3MepeHHI0 3HepreTHqecKOH 3aBHCHMOCTH K03q>q>HQHeHTa A 

8 

c noMOillbIO na3epuoi1'. MeTOAHKH. Ilpegno:lKeiia cxeMa 3KcnepHMeHTa. 

Pa6oTa Bhlnonueua B Jia6opaTopHH HgepHbIX npo6neM OHJil1. 

IlpenpHHT 06-1,eAHHeHHoro HHCTHTYT& R.tlepe1,1x eccne,u;oeaHHii. ,lly6ea 1989 

Kathat C.L., Solnyshkin A.A., Ousmane M.A. 
Second Class Currents and the /3-Particle Asymmetry 
~t the Decay of Oriented 24mNa Nuclei 
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The possible contribution of second class currents to the J3-par
ticle asymmetry coefficient (Ae) at the decay of or~ented 24mNa nuc
lei is theoretically investigated and estimated in the framework of 
the nuclear shell model. For FT"' 10-3 Mev-1 the effect is shown 
to be "'10-3. A possibility of an experiment to measure the energy 
dependence of the coefficient A e using the laser method is discussed. 
A scheme of the experiment is proposed. · 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuc-
lear ~roblems, JINR. · 
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